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List of Roses
grown by
A. J. WEAVER
Roseholm Floral Nursery
Roseville - - California

The prices given in this list are for large two-year-old Field Grown Roses which will give immediate results if planted early.

No charges are made for packing on orders amounting to five dollars or more. On smaller orders 10% will be charged for packing.

We exercise all care to have all stocks true to name and where any bought of us are not correct we will replace them free of charge, but it is understood that we shall not be liable for any greater amount.

All plants shipped by Express or Parcels Post at purchaser's expense.

Terms, cash with orders.

These prices apply as long as supply lasts.

Abbreviations used: A. B., Austrian Briar; Cli., Climbing; Pol., Polyantha; H. T., Hybred Tea; H. P., Hybred Perpetual.
General List of Roses

AMERICAN BEAUTY, (H. P.) Rich carmine color, very large and fragrant. As a cut flower American Beauty has for years commanded the highest price of any Rose on the market. Each ........................................ 50c

BLUMENSCHMIDT, (T.) Pure citron-yellow; outer petals edged tender rose. Winner of three first premiums. Each ........................................ 50c

CLARA WATSON, (H. T.) Almost white, shaded pale peach in the center, a large rose of splendid qualities. Each ........................................ 50c

COUNTRY CLUB, (H. P.) Deep rose in color, of immense size resembling a Peony in form. Each ........................................ 50c

COLUMBIA, (H. T.) One of the greatest of last year's introductions. The color is a true pink, deepening as it opens to glowing pink. A striking peculiarity of this rose is that the shades all deepen as the rose opens. Single buds on long stems splendid for cutting. Each ......................... $1.00

DAILY MAIL, See Mad. Edward Herriott.

DUCHESS DE BRABANT, (T.) Light rose shading to salmon; very free bloomer and an old favorite. Each .... 40c

DUCHESS OF ALBANY, (H. T.) A deep colored La France, flowers large and globular; a first-class rose. Each ........................................ 50c

ETOILE DE FRANCE, (H. T.) A lovely shade of clear crimson-velvet. A larger rose than Gruss an Teplitz and almost as free in bloom. One of the very best red garden roses. Very fragrant. Each ........................................ 50c

ETOILE DE LYONS, (T.) Flowers nearly as large as Marechal Niel, which it somewhat resembles but is slightly lighter in color, being a light clear yellow. Each ........................................ 50c

FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI. See White American Beauty.

GEN. McARTHUR, (H. T.) The shape is fine. Color brilliant crimson-scarlet. Highly perfumed. An all round garden variety. Each ........................................ 50c

GLOIRE DES ROSONANES, (Bourbon.) Bright red single rose, better known in California as Ragged Robin. Splendid Hedge Rose. Each ........................................ 50c

GLOIRE LYONNAISE, (H. P.) Very large white Rose, base of petals tinted canary yellow. Tea Rose perfume. Fine. Each ........................................ 50c

GRUSS AN TEPLITZ, (Bengal.) Hardy, a very strong grower and acknowledged by Rose Experts to be the freest blooming Rose in cultivation. Deep crimson-scarlet of rich velvety texture. Fine for hedges. Each .......... 50c

HADLEY, (H. T.) In color a deep velvety crimson, retaining its brilliancy at all seasons of the year. Beautiful buds on fine stems, used largely by Florists for cut flowers. Rich fragrance. Each ........................................ 50c

HENRICH MUNCH, (H. P.) Soft pink, very large and full. This Rose took the sweepstakes prize at the Boskoop Rose Exhibition in 1913 over all competitors. Pronounced the finest of all pink Hybrid Perpetual Roses. A true pink Druschi. Each ........................................ 50c

HELEN GOOD, (T.) Delicate yellow suffused with pink. Very chased and beautiful, a true Cochet Rose. Each .......... 50c

HOOSIER BEAUTY, (H. T.) One of the grandest red Roses of recent introduction. Extremely rich velvety cardinal-crimson which does not shade into purple. Buds are splendid. Each ........................................ 50c

HUGH DICKSON, (H. P.) Blooms of a most pleasing bright clear red, large and full, of extra good substance. Rich in fragrance. Each ........................................ 50c

KAISERN AUGUSTA VICTORIA, (H. T.) Pure white, splendid large buds opening into superb full, double blooms holding its purity in mid-summer. Sturdy grower and free bloomer. Each ........................................ 50c
LADY ALICE STANLEY, (H. T.) The color on the outside of petals is a deep coral-rose; inside, delicate flesh often suffused with bright pink. Each.............................................50c

LADY HILLINGDON, (T.) Deep apricot yellow which continues to deepen after the rose is cut. New wood and foliage is deep violet which contrasts splendidly with the blooms. Buds are long and pointed, opening loose with extra large petals. Superfine. Each.............................................50c

LA FRANCE, (H. T.) An old favorite. Delicate silvery pink shaded lilac at times. Delightfully fragrant. Each.............................................50c

MAD. CAROLINE TESTOUT, (H. T.) Clear bright satiny-pink; flowers very large and handsome. One of the finest blooming large roses in our list. Stands the hottest weather without fading. Each.............................................50c


MAD. PAUL EULER, (H. T.) Also called "Prima Donna." A lovely shade of vermilion-pink, changing to silvery pink. A good forcing rose. Each.............................................50c

MAD. PLANTIER, (H. P.) Completely hides itself in June with its lovely pure white, sweet scented flowers; extremely hardy. Each.............................................50c

MAMAN COCHET, (T.) This is the famous "Pink Cochet" light pink shaded with salmon yellow, outer petals splashed with bright rose; extremely large and full. Each.............................................50c

MARSHALL P. WILDER, (H. P.) Deep, rich, glowing red. Hardy anywhere. Each.............................................50c

MILDRED GRANT, (H. T.) Blush white of extra large size. Each.............................................50c

MRS. AARON WARD, (H. T.) Coppery orange tinted salmon rose. Pale in spring, but highly colored in fall. Flowers handsomely formed and carried on strong stems. A popular cut flower rose. Each.............................................50c

MRS. GEORGE SHAWYER, (T.) Brilliant rose pink, almost solid color. Large, full and well formed buds on long stems. Food forcer. Each.............................................50c

MRS. WAKEFIELD CHRISTIE MILLER, (H. T.) Petals two toned, Rose carmine with shell pink reverse. Buds and flowers extremely large and borne perfectly erect on stout stems. A splendid rose. Each.............................................50c

OPHELIA, (H. T.) Salmon flesh shaded rose, with chamoise center. Buds and flowers beautifully formed. Stems long, carrying the flowers erect. Constant bloomer. Each.............................................50c

PAPA GONTIER, (T.) A most attractive long bod of rosy crimson freely produced on good stems. Each.............................................50c

PAUL NEYRON, (H. P.) Deep rose in color, of immense size and very fragrant. One of the largest roses in cultivation. Each.............................................50c

PREMIER, (H. T.) A magnificent Rose of the Russell type. Already very popular as a cut flower, deep rose-crimson on a long stem, fragrant and almost thornless. Each.............................................$1.00

PINK COCHET. See "Maman Cochet."

PINK FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI. See "Henrich Munch."

PRESIDENT TAFT, (H. T.) A shining, intense pink color possessed by no other Rose, and one of the freest of bloomers. Resembles the old favorite "Hermosa" in growth and flower, but a much better color. Each.............................................50c

PRIMA DONNA. See "Mad. Paul Euler."

PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN, (H. P.) Deep velvety crimson, the very best of the so-called Black Roses. Rich fragrance. Each.............................................50c
RADIENCE, (H. T.) Intense rose-pink in color, on long stems and globular formation. A good forcing rose and one of the finest of out-door pink bedding roses. Splendid fragrance. Each...........................................50c

RAGGED ROBIN. See “Gloire des Rosomanes.”

RED RADIENCE, (H. T.) A dazzling crimson-scarlet sport of Radiance with all the splendid qualities of the parent. The large globular flowers on long stems are held up well and last a long time when cut. The fragrance is delightful. One of the best forcing roses. Each...........................................50c

SUNBURST, (H. T.) A magnificent cadmium yellow rose of splendid habits and rich tea fragrance. One of the best yellow roses for cutting. Each...........................................50c

TIP TOP. See “Baby Doll.”

ULRICH BRUNNER, (H. P.) Clear cherry red, of immense size; fine form and sweet fragrance. A most effective garden rose of the American Beauty type and a charming, better color and less inclined to fade. We would prefer it to that old favorite. Each...........................................50c

WHITE MAMAN COCHET, (T.) A sport from “Maman Cochet” with creamy white flowers tinged pink on outer petals. Magnificent large, well formed buds, splendid for cutting and a good keeper. Each...........................................50c

WHITE AMERICAN BEAUTY, (H. P.) This grand Rose is the best absolutely pure white Rose on the market. Hardy as an oak and fine in every way. Each...........................................50c

Baby Roses

Usually called Polyantha or Baby Rambler Roses. They are not climbers as the Rambler relationship might indicate, but are dwarf bush form, blooming in clusters like the Ramblers and include some of our very best Roses for pot culture, low hedges and rose bouquets.

BABY DOLL, (Pol.) A delightful little “Sweetheart” Rose resembling the well known Cecile Brunner in size and growth, but of absolutely new coloring which is a brilliant golden-yellow tipped with clear, bright cerise. A most lovely little doll rose. Each...........................................50c

BABY ERNA TESCHENDORFF, (Pol.) Flowers are of a deep crimson color somewhat resembling that of “Gruss an Lepliz.” A splendid pot plant. Each...........................................50c

BABY TAUSENDSCHOEN, (Pol.) A bust form of the “Climbing Thousand Beauties” single flowers of a most delicate shade of pink changing to rosy-carmine. Free blooming. Each...........................................50c

GEORGE ELGER, (Pol.) May well be called the Yellow Cecile Brunner. Dainty little pointed yellow buds opening into pretty little symmetrical roses. Will prove a very popular corsage variety. Each...........................................50c

LA MARNE, (Pol.) Semi-double flowers, bright salmon-rose at the edges, rosy-blush inside. Blooms abundantly in bouquet clusters of from fifteen to forty flowers, also has fine keeping qualities. Each...........................................$1.00

MAD. CECILE BRUNNER, (Pol.) The popular Baby Pink or “Sweetheart” Rose, or best in clusters of lovely pink buds with a slight salmon tint. Popular for corsages. Each...........................................50c

ORLEANS, (Cl. Pol.) One of the showiest and prettiest of all the Baby Ramblers. Deep cerise or geranium pink, with distinct white center. Florets not crowded, but beautifully arranged, giving a neat striking effect. This rose is a Gold Medal winner of 1910 that has taken Europe by storm and we predict as much for it in this country when better known. Each...........................................50c

PERLE d’OR, (Pol.) Salmon tinted pink. This Rose is dividing honors with Mlle. Cecile Brunner as a cut flower. Each...........................................50c

TIP TOP. See “Baby Doll.”

WHITE BABY DOROTHY, (Pol.) A pure white Baby Rose, very dwarf and free flowering. Each...........................................50c
AMERICAN PILLAR, (Wichuraiana.) Single flowers of immense size in heavy clusters, a lovely shade of apple-blossom pink, with a clear white eye and yellow stamens making an attractive combination. The foliage is almost evergreen. The plant is a vigorous grower and just the thing to cover a fence or other object quickly. Each ........................................... 50c

AMOENA. See “Pink Cherokee.”

BEAUTY OF GLAZENWOOD, (Cli. H. P.) Also known as “Gold of Ophir,” Coppery salmon with orange and rose shadings. An old favorite. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. CECILE BRUNNER, (Cli. H. Pol.) Same bloom as Cecile Brunner. Rosy pink on creamy white ground. One of the most vigorous of climbers. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. ETOILE DE FRANCE, (Cli. H. T.) Introduced in 1914. Identical with Etoile de France, save that it is a vigorous climber, making it one of the very best dark, velvety crimson climbing roses. Each ........................................... 50c

CLIMBING GEN. McARTHUR, (H. T.) Brilliant crimson-scarlet, identical with the bush form in every way and one of the finest acquisitions to the list of climbing Roses in years. Each ........................................... $1.00

CLIMBING GRUSS AN LEPLITZ, (H. T.) Dazzling crimson, an exact counterpart of the bush form of that splendid Rose and one of the very best of our red climbing Roses. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. HELEN GOULD, (H. T.) Warm watermelon-red is the color of this charming Rose, its parent the bush "Helen Gould" has long been a favorite with Rose lovers. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. KAISERINE AUGUSTA VICTORIA, (H. T.) A beautiful pure white Rose. Simply a strong climbing form of the variety of the same name. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. PAPA GONTIER, (Cli. T.) A climbing sport of Papa Gontier. Rich red in color and free in bloom. Each ........................................... 40c

CLI. PINK COCHET, (T.) Deep rose pink. Same form and substance as the well known “Maman Cochet.” Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. SOUVENIR OF WOOTON, (H. T.) Very large deep crimson flower, quite similar to well known “Rein Marie Henrietta,” but slightly darker and larger. Each ........................................... 50c

CLI. WHITE MAMAN COCHET, (Cli. T.) Creamy white tinged pink on outer petals. Buds fine for cutting. Each ........................................... 50c

DOROTHY PERKINS, (Wichuraiana.) A hardy climber. Soft shell pink in color, flowering profusely in large clusters, Fragrant and lasting. Each ........................................... 50c

DOUBLE WHITE CHEROKEE, (Cherokee.) A vigorous free blooming climber similar in growth to the “Pink Cherokee” but with double white flowers. Each ........................................... 50c

EXCELSA, (Wichuraiana.) Also well known as “Red Dorothy Perkins.” The best of all the Crimson Ramblers, having sufficient Wichuraiana blood to make it free from mildew and give it a glossy almost evergreen foliage. The color is intense crimson tinged with scarlet, lighter in center. Each ........................................... 50c

GOLD OF OPHIR. See “Beauty of Glazenwood.”

HIAWATHA, (Wichuraiana.) Brilliant ruby-carmine, with a clear white eye, born in pendulous sprays of from twenty to fifty blooms, a rampant climber and most beautiful Rose. Each ........................................... 50c

MARECHAL NIEL, (Cli. T.) The old standard yellow climbing Rose. Immense deep golden-yellow, perfectly fragrant, buds and open blooms, white, fringed with rich tea color. Each ........................................... 50c

PHILADELPHIA RAMBLER, (Cli. Pol.) Glowing crimson flowers in large clusters, strong grower. Each ........................................... 50c
PINK CHEROKEE, (Cherokee.) Beautiful single rose of glowing pink with golden yellow stamens, somewhat resembling huge apple blossoms. One of the first roses to bloom in the spring. Each $0.50

RED DOROTHYA PERKINS. See EXCELSA.

REIN MARIE HENRIETTA, (Clr. T.) Deep cherry red, freely produced. A very popular red Climbing Rose of real merit. Each $0.40

SILVER MOON, (Wichuraiana.) Flowers very large, four inches and over in diameter, pure white in color with petals beautifully cupped, forming a clematis-like flower with a large cluster of yellow stamens which adds greatly to its attractiveness. Each $0.50

THOUSAND BEAUTIES, OR TAUSENDSCHOEN, (Clr. Pol.) Flowers of a most delicate shade of pink when first opening, changing to rosy-carmine. It gets its name from the numerous flowers and this variation in coloring. Rapidly becoming popular. Each $0.40

WHITE DOROTHY PERKINS, (Wichuraiana.) Similar in every respect to the well known “Dorotha Perkins” except that the flowers are pure white and the plant is of hardier constitution, less liable to mildew. Each $0.40

YELLOW BANKSIA, (Lady Banks.) Small, very double sulphur-yellow blooms in clusters, with a true violet fragrance. Will climb to the tops of trees and completely envelope them in flowers. Each $0.40